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QUARTERLY CHILL
REFRIGERATION WHEN YOU NEED IT, WHERE YOU NEED IT

Yippee, my favourite time of year is fast approaching! Cold, dark
evenings toasting marshmallows on the fire and helping my
amazing customers with the extra cold storage they need for
their Christmas stock(ing).
Coolio

If you haven’t booked yet, please don’t leave it too late to
book for Christmas, this year is filling up fast.

CASE STUDY | NATIONAL COMPOSITES CENTRE
In September we supplied a 20ft refrigerated container for additional storage to the
National Composites Centre, who have utilised our services since 2012.
Jools said “We needed additional storage because we’re
incredibly busy working on some incredible R&D projects
from designing the future of flight to sustainable composite
railway bridges. It means that we are going through more stock
and faster so we need to have extra storage to keep up with
demand. We also are using lots of different types of materials
and so need extra space to house them all.”
The National Composites Centre is the UK’s world leading
composites research and development centre. Its headquarters, just
outside of Bristol, is home to the world’s most advanced automated
composites manufacturing technology which allows companies to
perform R&D at an industrial scale. It brings together the best people
and the best technologies to solve the most complex engineering
challenges of our time. These advanced materials often are a mix
of fibres and resin and are all around us in everyday products we
use. Many people will have heard of the most famous composite
materials carbon fibre and glass fibre however the NCC works with
all types of advanced materials to create products that are lighter,
stronger, smarter and longer lasting. Because of their strength and
weight, composites are often used where there can be no room for
compromise. They are used to make aircraft wings and engines (over
50% of a plane is made of composites), space vehicles, bulletproof
vests, prosthetics like running blades, cars, bikes, fishing rods,
construction materials such as decking, skis…the list goes on.
Some composite materials come ‘ready mixed’ in the form of fibres
that have been pre-impregnated with resin and these come with a
limited shelf life. The NCC chill and freeze these products to enable
them to use just the amount needed, when needed. This allows
them to buy in bulk and use in small quantities saving cost, waiting
time for deliveries and shipping miles – thus making their already
green products even greener.
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Quarterly FAQs
How many pallets can you store
in a 40ft refrigerated container?

A 40ft refrigerated container will store 18 to 20
euro pallets (800mm x 1200mm) or 17 standard
pallets (100mm x 1200mm) depending on how
they are loaded into the container.

?

Are refrigerated containers supplied with a ramp?
Yes all of our refrigerated containers are supplied
with a metal ramp for easy access for loading cages
and pallet trucks. The ramps can be up to 2 metres
long so please take this into consideration when
planning where you will site the unit.

Win a baby Coolio!

Prize for the coolest Google review by 31st December.
How to Enter
Leave a cool Google review, take a screenshot
(so he knows to enter your review) and send it to:

coolio@teamrefrigeration.co.uk
Winner announced in our next newsletter.

Latest Winner:

Kwame @ The Hurlingham Club

“Very good unit to have when operating
outdoors. Team Refrigeration are one of
the best providers. Efficient, friendly and
very helpful, will always recommend.”
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Coolio saves the day

We received an urgent call one Thursday.
Briggs Marine needed a 10ft refrigerated
container delivered the next day, so it was time
for Coolio to work his magic.

Briggs Marine is a leading UK
marine contractor offering services
across a range of industries
specialising in coastal, offshore,
and nearshore operations. The
Company’s strengths are in
delivering safe, high quality, cost-effective, multi-discipline marine-based
solutions in diverse and challenging environments, on time and budget.
Time was critical as the container needed to be shipped out to a rig and by the close of play the
very next day. The unit was delivered to specification, on time and on budget.

Team Refrigeration were extremely helpful in supplying us with a refrigerated
container in a timely manner. It can be a challenge supplying oil rigs due to their
tight regulations and technical specifications; however, Ricky ensured all our queries
were dealt with promptly and tailored his operation to suit our needs.

Emma, Briggs Marine

Meet the team

Phil Pettitt

Driver and Mobile Refrigeration Veteran
Phil has been involved with the business for many years,
almost from the very beginning. Although Phil officially
retired some years ago, he still loves to get stuck in.
Whether it is helping out in the depots, keeping the fleet
spick and span or driving all over the country delivering
and collecting, Phil does it all.

Phil
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Free cool stuff Coolio’s cocktail
Our emergency action plan stickers are
still proving to be useful and popular, so
we are continuing to send these out free
of charge. Please drop Coolio an email
with your name and address if you would
like some sent to you. We are also happy
to send these out to multiple locations if
that is helpful to you. Coolio coolio@teamrefrigeration.co.uk

Mulled Cider
INGREDIENTS
1ltr Cloudy Cider
Half a Litre of Ginger Beer
1 Orange
Handful of Cloves
2 Cinnamon Sticks
Splash of Honey
Spiced Rum
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Stab a few holes into the orange and poke
your cloves in. Pop into a large saucepan,
pour over your cider, ginger beer, add your
cinnamon sticks and splash of honey.
Put the lid on and bring to the boil.
Once boiled, turn the heat off, add a
measure or two of rum.
Pour into a jug, orange ‘n’ all and you are
ready to serve.

Win a bottle of Coolio’s champers

Would you like to feature in our newsletter as our customer of the quarter? If so drop us an
email telling us how Coolio helped you keep cool and win a bottle of Coolio’s Champers.

That’s all for another quarter, we cannot believe
we are a year into the newsletter already and hope
you are all staying cool. As ever if there is anything
we can help with, please get in touch and we’ll be
more than happy to help.
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Tel 01934 245017
or email ricky@teamrefrigeration.co.uk
Refrigeration when you need it,
where you need it.

